
Homework Autumn 2 Week 3 

To be returned to school by Tuesday 19th November 2019 

We have been raising awareness for ant bullying week. We wore odd socks and 

donated £1 to the Anti-bullying Alliance. Please watch the video about how a 

kind girl overcomes a bully and write the story.  

Year 1 

 

Year 2 

 

 

LI: to write a story about overcoming a bully  

I     P     G     A 

Assessment 
Pupil Parent Teacher 

SC: watch the anti-bullying cartoon  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGxmschhkNg 

 

   

SC:  retell the story to someone at home  

 

   

SC:   Write your version of the story using the word bank  
Buttercup     Benjamin     bully    photo   daisy   idea    love   sharing   kindness  fix      
bullies    strong       rules       hurt      show you how    believe    join     friendship 
Shame        game         friend         change  

   

SC:  use a range of punctuation  

Comma to add clauses     ! to show drama     . and capital letters    
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Year 3 

 

 

 

Year 4 
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Year 5 

 

Year 6 

LI: to write a story about overcoming a bully  

I     P     G     A 

Assessment 
Pupil Parent Teacher 

SC: watch the anti-bullying cartoon  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGxmschhkNg 

 

   

SC:   Write your version of the story using the word bank  
Buttercup     Benjamin     bully    photo   daisy   idea    love   sharing   kindness  fix      
bullies    strong       rules       hurt      show you how    believe    join     friendship 
Shame        game         friend         change 

 

   

SC:  use a range of punctuation    !    ,     …     “xxxx”    .    ? 

 

   

SC:  use a range of sentence types:  

Short and sharp 

Descriptive with clauses         

Questions  

Speech  
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SC: use a range of ambitious vocabulary     
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